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This edition has been revised and completely updated to offer readers the very latest information

available in the field. Now including both English and SI units, the book features updated coverage

of non-timber forest resources, as well as increased coverage of statistical methods and sampling.

The chapter on "Site, Stocking and Stand Density" has been greatly expanded. The book includes

material on assessing rangeland, wildlife, water and recreational resources. A comprehensive

chapter on sampling designs is included to set the stage for chapters on timber inventories based

on sample strips or plots, point samples or 3P sampling. A chapter dealing with the state-of-the-art

techniques in the use of aerial photographs is designed to serve as an introduction for readers with

a limited background on this inventory tool. New topics added to appropriate chapters from the

previous edition include log grading, tariff tables and conduct of regeneration surveys with sample

plots.
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A previous introduction to statistics would be very beneficial before buying this book if you plan to

use it without instructions. The real meat and potatoes of this book is not written in laymen's

vocabulary but advanced mathematics. That being said, if you have that background or will br

following along with instructions, this book has everything you need for forest mensuration and

biometry.



I would recommend this as a basic guide for anyone interested in forestry or just wanting an in

depth jump start for their basic forestry classes. We use this for several classes in the curriculum

and it is a great textbook to build on. Minimal wordiness and is easy for even non-forestry majors to

understand. It even has pictures and detailed descriptions below each. Definitely a wonderful book

to start a reference collection with and well worth the money. It's a forester's bible

I bought this book for my Forest Mensuration class and it works great. I have no idea what the

teacher is blabbing about half the time but If I go read the book it makes it easy to follow. I don't

wanna pay this much for a text book but this was the cheapest place to get it. My school bookstore

wanted 200.

good condition.

this thing said I needed twenty or more words written, but the title says it all really. it necessary for a

class I have, and have been told by many students further along in the field and by professors and

professionals that its a handy guide to things one ought to know

just what we needed

My son is using it in a forestry class. It was in better shape than advertised, almost new except for a

minor binding crack and a few dog eared pages. No complaints.

I read this book in college and it was very helpful so I decided to buy it for my own personal book

collection.
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